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Meaning of privatization 

Privatization can be defined as the policy designed to enable individuals and private or 

corporate organizations take over the ownership and control of government businesses with 

the aim of making profit. 

Advantages of  Privatization 

It promotes efficiency: privatization do help to promote efficiency in production. 

Generation of more revenue: Both policies equally help to boost the generation of revenue for 

the Government. 

Emergence of Innovation: The existence of competition in the industries assists in the 

emergence of innovations. 

Better choice by consumers: Both policies do assist the consumers to have a wide range of 

choice where there are abundant products. 

There is better supervision: Workers are made to have a sense of oneness and belonging, so 

that they can be committed to their work. 

Improved Innovation: Competition and better remuneration make the workers to face their 

task squarely. In a bit to outdo other companies in the sector, workers develop fresh 

ideas  and innovations that are aimed at enhancing their competitive edge. 

Positive attitude to work: The negative notion that government work is nobody’s work is 

completely removed. Work is taken more seriously, workers show greater committed to their 

work 

Disadvantages of Privatization 

High cost of product: These policies are aimed at profit maximization hence they are usually 

associated with high cost of products or goods. 

Uneven distribution of Income: Income is often unevenly distributed as few individuals are 

now in control of the industries. 



Loss of consumers’ welfare scheme: Under privatization, the welfare of the consumer is not 

a priority and are not well catered for. 

Reduction in unemployment: Many workers are usually laid off when companies are 

privatized. 

There is no job security: The employment of people become unreliable and they can be laid 

off if any mistake is made. 

Forced Retirement: As a result of privatization, some workers are forcefully retired thereby 

causing hardships for those who do not have any venture to fall back on. 

Meaning of Commercialization 

Commercialization is the practice of running government services like private enterprises. 

Governments departments are required to conserve or make their own money by charging 

fees for goods and services that used to be free. They are encouraged to operate to make 

profit and sustain their operations. 

Advantages of commercialization 

1. There is better maintenance  of infrastructure: Departments generate their own funds 

from proper use of Government infrastructure 

2. Increased efficiency: The management embarks on efficient working strategies, in the bid 

to increase company profit. The establishment works harder, tightens loose ends and sets 

higher targets. 

3. Increased profitability: Commercialized government departments or establishments have 

brighter outlook towards work. This increases skills and intra- company competitions for 

the most hard-working staff and the best  fresh innovation which will lead to increased 

profits. 

4. Better operation: In a commercialized venture, better operation is certain due to the 

targets and profits involved in the business. 

Disadvantages of Commercialization 

1. It can bring about inflation,i.e persistent increase in the price of goods and services 

2. Money earned from commercialization is not often properly utilized in areas of developing 

social infrastructure such as good roads network, provision of portable water etc. 

It can give rise to labour and industrial unrest  and it can cause the nation to lose billions of 

naira in resources 

	


